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 Background 

The stables, standing near Willington Dovecote and the church, are something of an 
enigma. They were listed by the former Department of Environment in July 1964 as Grade I, 
of exceptional interest. The stables originally belonged to the Manor House (now Manor 
Farm) and it has usually been considered that they were built, along with the 
dovecote, around 1539 or 1540 (to judge by the results of tree ring dating on timber from the 
property) by Sir John Gostwick. The structure is built of coursed limestone rubble with ashlar 
dressings, possibly reused from Warden Abbey which was dissolved in January 1537. King 
Henry VIII (1509-1547) visited Gostwick at Willington in 1541 as part of a royal progress. 

As Treasurer and Receiver-General of the First-Fruits and Tenths, Gostwick was in a good 
position to benefit from the dissolution of the religious houses. The theory of the origin of the 
stonework rests in part on the fact that the manor house was built of wood and brick and there 
is no stone in the locality for building. The construction of two such substantial buildings as 
the dovecote and the stables in good quality stone suggests a sudden windfall of material. 
The theory is boosted by the fact that corbel stones and fragments of re-used glazed floor 
tiles, such as would have been used in a religious structure have been identified in the 
building materials. 

In 1998 in Volume 26 of The Bedfordshire Magazine Dorothy Jamieson, local historian and 
expert on Willington wrote that modern techniques had been used to date the timbers in the 
stables to the early 16th century, tying the building in with Sir John Gostwick, though, she 
pointed out, he may have only enlarged an existing building, instead of building from scratch. 
She emphasised that no evidence exists to determine the original use of the building, whether 
it was built as a stables or as something else and converted later. 

http://www.bedfordshire.gov.uk/CommunityAndLiving/ArchivesAndRecordOffice/CommunityAr
chives/Willington/WillingtonStables.aspx  

Luton Paranormal Society had previously investigated this location in 2011 and encountered 
paranormal activity see Willington investigation report for 04.03.2011.   

 

General Information 

The weather was warm and the sky was mostly clear.  Conditions were perfect for paranormal 
investigation and outdoor recordings.  Before starting the investigation members walked 
around the locations to see if they could pick anything up prior to the investigation taking 
place.  Andy G was drawn immediately to the Stables as he was picking up energy. 
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Investigation methods. 

For the purpose of this investigation it was decided to have two teams using completely 
different methods of paranormal investigation for example one team would use technology 
available to gather information and the second team would comprise of members who were 
sensitive and would themselves to try and pick up information. 

For the purpose of this exercise one team would be nicknamed the “Autobots” as a result of 
using technology and the other team would be called the “mediums” for obvious reasons. 

The team would rotate locations on two forty minute vigils which would be followed by 
members choosing from the locations of the Dovecote and the Stables or the nearby Church 
which location they felt drawn to and wanted to investigate using methods of their choice.     

 

Vigil One 21:20 – 22:00 The Autobots Team members Loretta, Graham and Paul  are at 
the Dovecote 

A after an initial walk around of the site Loretta, Grahame and Paul spent time behind 
Willington Dovecote. They used Pauls Echovox on his tablet and Grahame listened briefly to 
an SB7.  
  
21:33 The number 21 was said 3 times within 2 minutes of each other.  
21:35 Grahame heard 'very spooky' come from the SB7.  
21:39 The Echovox went absolutely crazy starting with slight interference building up to 

constant high pitched squealing. The group switched it off and rebooted it.  
At this point Grahame heard the words ,Five minutes' on the SB7. Due to the possible 
interference the group switched the SB7 off as they were getting good answers via the 
Echovox.  
21:45 Loretta asked how many people were sat there on stools.  The Echovox replied 'Three' 
which was correct.  
21:46 Loretta asked the Echovox whether 'they' liked them being there and it replied 'yes'. 
After asking for confirmation, it confirmed with another yes straight away. 
21:49 The team asked for a ladies name to which it replied 'Eva'.  
21:50 the Echovox said randomly 'doves' when it was questions about the types of birds 
21:54 The Echovox said 'white'.  
22:00 End of vigil one  

 

Vigil One 21:20 -22:00 The  Mediums Team Andy G, Katherine and Andy F, are at the 
stable 

Due to the fact events are happening very quickly times are only recorded where possible.    
Andy G notes that as the team approached the stable there was energy around it that he had 
not felt for some time. This was especially felt around the main door to the building. It seemed 
to emanate from the door a few metres in a half circle. Andy G was also drawn to the 
farmhouse which was unfortunately on private land. He then became aware of the presence 
of a man dressed in black with what seemed to a black cloak on calling himself ' The Squire'. 
 
The team sense that there is a group of people inside the stables.  Andy G states that he 
feels it is a secret meeting and that he is picking up on the spirit of a man known locally as the 
“squire” who walks form the manor house to the stables and bangs on the door.  He does 
have a key to the door but does not use this choosing instead to bang on the door causing the 
group of people inside to run out of the building.  Andy G puts this date at 1643. 
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During the session Andy G kept banging on the door. At one point he thought he heard a sigh 
come from one of the windows close by.   
 
Katherine senses that there is a feeling of fear coming from beneath the foundations in the 
ground under the building from a time before the building was built. 
 
Andy G then informs the group that he people inside the building are Royalists and there is a 
group of about ten or twelve people called Parliamentarians coming up the road from Bedford 
to arrest them. 
 
Katherine gets the name “Matthew or Matthews” and also the name of a woman called 
Francis” along with the name “Emett”    
 
Andy F then engages in a discussion about the civil war with the squire through Andy G who 
is using himself as a tool for discussion.  The Squire is not very happy with Andy F when he 
describes Cromwell as a hero and his views as being with the Puritan cause prompting the 
squire to say “you are going to hell with Satan”.   
 
The following conversation can be found on the LPS website EVP page.  A sound recorder 
picks up one disembodied voice saying “That’s him” while another voice states “oh oh there 
are trying to get to get in” as the team are stood outside the stable doors”  
 
Andy G sense that there was a small English civil war skirmish north of Bedford on this day in 
1643 and the parliamentarian group of soldiers on horseback were aware of this group of 
people and were coming to arrest them. 
 
EVP Experiment takes place following the above discussion with the “squire” speaking 
through Andy G  

 
Andy; Do you feel that we can agree to disagree? 
Andy G; Not in his nature  
Andy F; Have you seen Cromwell? 
Reponse; No  
Andy F; Have you seen the King? 
Response; Seen him  
Andy F; Where did you see the King? 
Response; As he passed through on his way to Oxford 
Andy F; Why are you not fighting with the kings army? 
Response; Too old 
Andy F; How old are you? 
Response; 56 
Andy G; He says he has a bad leg 
Andy F; Is this the result of a farming accident? 
Response; Yes 
Andy G and Katherine then pick up that the squire was on horseback and using new state of 
the art farm machinery for cutting the crops in the fields more efficiently when the horse bolted 
and pulled him off and the blades form the machinery cut into his leg. 
Andy F; Do you have a lot of money? 
Response; No 
Andy F; Did you own the large house? 
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Response; No 
Andy F; Did you have a large family? 
Response; yes that is the reason I had no money? 
Andy F; How many children did you have? 
Response; Five daughters 
Andy F; How many wife’s 
Response; one 
Andy F; Is she still alive 
Response; yes 
Andy F; Do you love her? 
Response; Yes 
Andy F; Do you employ others? 
Response; Use to until the war started 
Andy F; Are you angry about the war do you think it is senseless? 
Response; No not senseless but annoying took away labourers 

Andy G; Andy then explained that the squire was not the land owner but merely rented the 
land and had to give so many of his workers to the Kings Army.  No one was allowed to go to 
the parliamentarian side and if they wanted to they would mysteriously be disposed of in the 
night.  
Andy F; Thank you for talking to us 
Andy G; He respects that and he has now faded way 

  
Vigil Two 22:10- 22:50 - The Autobots Team are at the Stable 

22:11 The Echovox said 'help me' spontaneously but wouldn't answer further. 

22.14 The Echovox told the group 'I've seen them' but wouldn't elaborate on this. When asked 

for a name it said 'Edward'. During the period of time the group were outside the stable doors, 
they were told numerous times by the Echovox to 'leave' and the number 90 was given out 
several times also. During both vigils a K2 was used with no activity to report.  

 

Vigil Two 22:10 – 22:50 The Medium Team are at the Dovecote 

The team pick up on the time period 1756 and the presence of a vicars wife from the nearby 
church.  However she is only there vaguely and is a soft presence.  She loves the birds and 
her name is Abigial.  She wears a white cap and is six feet tall and in her late thirties.  She 
had two children a boy and a girl and use to live in the Vicarage for twenty years until her 
husband gained a bigger parish and the family had to move.  

 The king at the time on the throne is King George (Further research shows King George 2nd 
was actually on the throne at this time).  Though Abigail is unable to state which King George 
it is.  

 

Katherine and Andy G state that she is showing them something with her hands and using 
some form of equipment that looks like a wood square to make tapestries using material and 
cross stitching.   The tapestries she is making hang on walls possibly in the church.  Abigail 
spent a lot of time sitting watching the birds and she found this peaceful and relaxing. Andy G 
then tells the group that she has flown away with the spirits of the Doves. 
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Individual Experiments 

Andy F is by the wall near to the large house using an Olivus three and an K2 EMF meter.  
The Olivus three comes up with the words – Store- Loud –East – Factors – Bird –Possible – 
Dirt – Emett (this was the name that Katherine got earlier on in the night at the stable). 
Also the Olivus came up with Uncle followed by fiddler ? 
 
Paul and Lorretta and Graham went into the cemetery for a while but found nothing to report. 
 
Andy G and Katherine went back to the Stable.   After around 15 minutes we were ready to 
stop but once again after banging on the door movement could be heard inside. The door had 
been locked all evening so no one could have got in. 
 
Post Vigil 

Everyone agreed it was a lovely site with easy access and agreed it warranted another visit in 
the future 

Post investigation 

Subsequent Research has shown that in 1756 there was a King George on the throne of 
England  

 

Further information  

 EVP from this investigation can be found on our website by visiting the EVP page  

 Photographs are on the website photographs page  

 Film is on our you tune and website film page 

 


